Dormancy in breast cancer
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Abstract: Tumor dormancy describes a prolonged quiescent state in which tumor cells are present, but disease progression is not yet clinically apparent. Breast cancer is especially known for long asymptomatic periods, up to 25 years, with no evidence of the disease, followed by a relapse. Factors that determine the cell’s decision to enter a dormant state and that control its duration remain unclear. In recent years, considerable progress has been made in understanding how tumor cells circulating in the blood interact and extravasate into secondary sites and which factors might determine whether these cells survive, remain dormant, or become macrometastases. The mechanisms of tumor cell dormancy are still not clear. Two different hypotheses are currently discussed: tumor cells persist either by completely withdrawing from the cell cycle or by continuing to proliferate at a slow rate that is counterbalanced by cell death. Because dormant disseminated tumor cells may be the founders of metastasis, one hypothesis is that dormant tumor cells, or at least a fraction of them, share stem cell-like characteristics that may be responsible for their long half-lives and their suggested resistance to standard chemotherapy. Therefore, knowledge of the biology of tumor cell dormancy may be the basis from which to develop innovative targeted therapies to control or eliminate this tumor cell fraction. In this review, we discuss biological mechanisms and clinical implications of tumor dormancy in breast cancer patients.
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Introduction

The theory of hematogenous spread of solid malignancies and its role in metastasis development was originated by several researchers in the 19th century.¹ In breast cancer, the presence of single disseminated tumor cells (DTC) in bone marrow is a common phenomenon, observed in up to 40% of patients at primary diagnosis.² Therefore, DTC detection is increasingly regarded as a clinically relevant prognostic factor for breast cancer; a pooled analysis of bone marrow samples from more than 4,700 patients revealed that their presence is correlated with a poor outcome.² Further, DTC are able to survive chemotherapy, and their persistence is a strongly negative prognostic factor.³,⁴ Beyond detection in bone marrow, single tumor cells are frequently encountered in peripheral blood. These circulating tumor cells (CTC) are routinely found, depending on stage of the disease and detection method, in 10% to 80% of breast cancer patients. Conclusive data on the clinical relevance of CTC are pending; nevertheless, recent studies have shown a prognostic potential of CTC in both primary and metastatic settings.³,⁶
Every day, large numbers of tumor cells are shed into the circulation of cancer patients. Many of these CTC are already apoptotic or dead; less than 0.1% will give rise to secondary growth. Most of the still-viable CTC are supposed to be eliminated in the bloodstream by shear forces or simply by neglect, as they have lost vital contact with stromal cells supporting primary tumors. This phenomenon, described as “metastatic inefficiency,” is consistent with the observation that detection of tumor cells in blood or bone marrow does not inevitably predict metastasis; 50% of initially DTC-positive patients stay disease-free and do not experience a relapse. Studies suggest that 0.01% of CTC can ultimately produce a single bone metastasis, and at least 10,000 CTC are required for the development of a metastatic colony. Nonetheless, approximately one-third of patients fail to clear tumor cells from the blood following removal of primary tumor. Only a small fraction of CTC may be viable and able to enter secondary sites by mechanical entrapment or active migration through the endothelial cell layer. Factors supporting extravasation are highly heterogeneous, including platelets; leucocytes; macrophages and factors secreted by them; selectins and their ligands expressed on endothelial cells and tumor cells, respectively; integrins; and fibrin deposition.

Our picture of the colonization of secondary sites by tumor cells has developed from the “seed and soil” hypothesis developed in 1889 by Paget, emphasizing the interactions between cancer cells and the microenvironment of secondary homing sites. However, whether tumor cells have developed a tropism for a certain secondary organ or whether tumor cells are seeded as DTC throughout the body but grow only in certain organs has not yet been finally solved. Recently, the concept of the premetastatic niche – a microenvironment permissive to the development of metastases – has gained much interest. It has been shown that DTC preferentially localize to these sites. Interestingly, the primary tumor itself appears to determine in which organs premetastatic niches will form by secreting soluble factors, such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A and placenta growth factor; in this way, the primary tumor will finally determine the distribution of metastases in the body. A further component of the premetastatic niche seems to be fibronectin, which may assist in recruitment of bone marrow cells.

Although DTC, as stated above, can be found in a high percentage of breast cancer patients, and although they are relevant to prognosis, not all patients with DTC develop metastases or a relapse. This suggests that a significant proportion of tumor cells in secondary sites are in a dormant state. Figure 1 shows the possible fates of CTC and DTC.

**Cancer dormancy**

The phenomenon of tumor dormancy has long been recognized clinically; this term describes a prolonged quiescent state in which tumor cells are present, but disease progression is not clinically apparent. Breast cancer is especially known for long asymptomatic periods – up to 25 years – with no evidence of the disease, followed by a relapse. After this interval, the mortality rate is comparable to that of the general population. Tumor dormancy has also been observed in renal, prostate, and thyroid cancers, as well as in melanoma and B-cell lymphoma, whereas late recurrences are rare in lung and colon cancers. Based on autopsy studies conducted to analyze the metastatic spread of human cancers, Rupert Willis coined the term “dormant tumor cells.” Little is known regarding the mechanisms underlying this state, and – despite the clinical importance of tumor dormancy – the biology of dormant cells is poorly understood.

Meng et al detected CTC in 36% of breast cancer patients who showed no evidence of the disease for 7 years or more after treatment. A major fraction of patients with dormant CTC will not experience a relapse during their lifetimes. CTC were able to persist in breast cancer patients for as long as 22 years; however, their tumorigenic potential seems limited. Breast cancer patients with tumor cell dormancy present with an apparent balance between replication and cell death. Interestingly, similar findings were reported for murine B-cell leukemia 1 lymphoma. Based on animal models, Holmgren et al suggested that angiogenesis suppression could result in such a balance. Dormant tumor cells appear to be quite stable. In prostate cancer patients who had no evidence of disease, the proportion of patients with dormant DTC in their bone marrow less than 1 year after surgery was 64%; this proportion remained similarly high 1–5 years postsurgery (63%) and fell only slightly to 45% more than 5 years after surgery. In animal models, the viability of dormant tumor cells was found to be more than 6 months.

Many hypotheses have been developed to explain the cellular homeostasis observed in cancer dormancy by mechanisms such as insufficient angiogenesis, an effective immune response that keeps the carcinoma population stable at low levels, or cross-talk with cells or proteins released in the microenvironment arresting cancer cells in G0–1. Dormant tumor cells may persist in a quiescent state for many years as single cells that are resistant to therapies that eradicate
proliferating cells. Meng et al performed a comprehensive analysis of the half-life of circulating tumor cells in patients whose primary tumor had just been removed and concluded that the half-life is very short (estimated 1–2.4 hours). This is consistent with previous findings that epithelial cells separated from the stroma and neighboring cells enter an apoptotic program. As the half-life of CTC is measured in hours and many of the detected cells are apoptotic, it might be hypothesized that a source of replicating tumor cells at secondary homing sites is necessary to constantly replenish the CTC and keep them at the same low level for many years. The number of persisting tumor cells might be kept in balance by a tight regulation of proliferation and cell death. This could be accomplished by asymmetric cell division, which gives rise to a similar undifferentiated daughter cell responsible for propagation of DTC and another daughter cell replenishing the CTC pool or eventually undergoing cell death. This is a scenario that has been suggested for adult stem cells, further supporting the idea that DTC generating metastases might have a stem cell-like phenotype.

**Potential mechanisms of tumor cell dormancy**

Factors that determine the length of the dormancy period remain unclear. Current data have led to various experimental models that address the phenomenon of tumor dormancy. It appears that dormant cancer cells can persist either by completely withdrawing from the cell cycle (mitotic arrest) or by continuing to proliferate at a slow rate that is counterbalanced by cell death (Figure 1). These two types of dormancy are not mutually exclusive; both forms of latency could coexist in the entire population of DTC of a particular cancer patient.

**Single-cell dormancy**

In the single-cell dormancy model, isolated tumor cells detached from the primary tumor arrive at the future...
metastatic organ and enter a prolonged state of mitotic arrest. This model of arrested apoptosis contrasts with the micrometastatic dormancy model, in which proliferation in micrometastatic foci is counterbalanced by cell death. Speculations about the metabolic status of minimal residual disease (MRD) during dormancy are not yet sufficiently investigated. Cell cycle regulation mechanisms are highly complex, with various stimuli interacting at numerous cell cycle checkpoints to determine the proliferative status. The presence of tumor cell dormancy due to a growth arrest of cancer cells is supported by evidence that within tissues where primary tumors are developing or tissues that harbor disseminated cells and have a functional vasculature, tumor cells are found to be in a nonproliferative mode. In several studies, dormant cancer cells have been demonstrated to be in a G0–1 arrest; this was linked to negative staining for proliferation markers (eg, Ki67, PCNA). Dormant tumor cells may gain a survival advantage by blocking the receptors for tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL), which would result in arrested apoptosis. Two exemplary mechanisms of TRAIL-receptor blocking have been described and may be of relevance to dormant tumor cells. TRAIL receptors in cancer cells can be blocked by osteoprotegerin, an important member of the tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily. Interestingly, bone marrow stromal cells from breast cancer patients secrete enough osteoprotegerin to inhibit apoptosis in vitro. More recently, c-Src (a tyrosin-specific kinase involved in breast cancer progression) was demonstrated to support cancer cell survival in the bone marrow microenvironment by conferring resistance to TRAIL.

**Micrometastatic dormancy**

In contrast to dormancy due to mitotic arrest, dormancy of a micrometastasis seems to be caused by a balance of cell proliferation and apoptosis, such that the tumor does not increase in size. This constant balance is regulated by proangiogenic proteins and angiogenic inhibitors produced by tumor and stromal cells, as well as immunologic, hormonal, or other microenvironmental switches. According to Naumov et al, a failure to activate the angiogenic switch can maintain a group of cancer cells in a dormant state. Indraccolo et al reported that a short-term perturbation in the tumor microenvironment, in the form of a transient angiogenic burst, could suffice to interrupt tumor dormancy. Genetic data support the interpretation that minimal residual cancer might be divided into “active” and “dormant” groups, in which an advantageous mutation is acquired shortly before a highly aggressive metastatic clone appears.

At present, there is no definite answer to the question of which model best represents tumor dormancy in breast cancer. Hussein and Komarova hypothesized that indolent breast cancers might fit into the single-cell dormancy model, while more aggressive diseases are linked to the micrometastatic dormancy model. Indeed, in a series of experiments, Barkan et al demonstrated that more aggressive basal-type cell lines, such as MDA-MB-231, proliferated readily, while estrogen receptor (ER)-positive MCF7 remained in a state of mitotic arrest, potentially linking the dormancy type associated with arrested growth with the less aggressive disease phenotype.

**Clinical implications of tumor dormancy**

The phenomenon of clinical cancer dormancy describes a persistent disease without symptoms or signs (chronic disease), unless the balance between tumor cells and their microenvironment is disturbed and a relapse occurs. In breast cancer, 20% of clinically disease-free patients relapse 7–25 years after mastectomy, and from 10–20 years, the rate of relapse is relatively steady at about 1.5% per year. These recurrences are thought to arise from interruption of the dormant state attributed to DTC.

Recent advances in the field of systemic chemotherapy have yielded improvements in relapse-free and overall survival. Chemotherapy optimally targets highly proliferative cells; however, dormant tumor cells are mostly either slowly proliferating or in a state of arrested growth, explaining the failure of conventional cytotoxic regimes in some breast cancer patients and the need for additional treatment strategies. Further, a large proportion of DTC in breast cancer patients display stem cell-like features, such as ALDH1 positivity or presence of CD44 and absence of CD24. These stem cell characteristics – eg, immunophenotype, growth characteristics, and low proliferation rate – may determine their resistance to cytostatic therapy. These cells are currently considered to be the persisting, dormant cells and represent a surrogate marker for MRD. New therapeutic options that emerge from understanding tumor cell dormancy include the ability to induce or maintain dormancy and induce apoptosis in residual dormant cells. Studies of tumor dormancy might help determine whether a patient has dormant disease and what type of mechanism is active (single-cell dormancy versus micrometastatic dormancy). Potential therapeutic strategies that arise from dormancy
studies include: (1) targeting the microenvironment, (2) targeting angiogenesis, (3) targeting signal transduction, and (4) activating the immune system.

**Targeting the microenvironment**

Recently, oncologic research has focused increasingly not only on the cancer cell itself but also on complex interactions between malignant cells and their microenvironment. The specific microenvironment determines the extent of cell proliferation, angiogenesis, invasion, and survival. Therefore, systemic treatment should target not only the tumor cell but also the surrounding microenvironment. One such treatment option is bisphosphonates, which are potent inhibitors of osteoclast-mediated bone resorption. There is increasing evidence of their potent anticancer activity in vivo as well as in vitro, supporting a role for these drugs beyond their traditional use in treatment of bone metastases secondary to breast cancer.55,56 Several studies confirmed their efficacy in prophylaxis of bone metastasis and their positive impact on survival in selected subgroups of patients.57 In vitro bisphosphonates were shown to influence the microenvironment by altered secretion of growth factors and cytokines; inhibit tumor cell adhesion, invasion, and proliferation; and induce apoptosis.58 Furthermore, these drugs may act indirectly on cancer cells through microenvironmental changes using immunomodulatory and antiangiogenic effects. Small trials have already demonstrated that dormant DTC in bone marrow of primary breast cancer patients can be eliminated by bisphosphonates.59

**Targeting angiogenesis**

Once dormant tumor cells leave their quiescent state and their mass reaches a certain size, their growth and survival becomes dependent on the development of a vascular bed and blood vessel recruitment. Angiogenesis is thus a critical feature of tumor growth and its inhibition a potential treatment strategy. Clinical trials on bevacizumab, a monoclonal antibody against VEGF, have shown promising results in metastatic breast cancer patients when this treatment is combined with chemotherapy.60 In terms of eliminating dormant tumor cells, antiangiogenic agents might achieve clinically relevant results by preventing angiogenic activation of growth progression (the “angiogenic switch”). Ongoing clinical trials will help to clarify the role of bevacizumab and other angiogenesis inhibitors (eg, small inhibitors of VEGF receptor tyrosine kinases, such as sunitinib) in breast cancer treatment.61

**Targeting signal transduction**

There is an increasing body of cell-modulating drugs (eg, antibodies or small molecules) directed at specific targets of the cell cycle and of tumorigenesis. The human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) is one of the most prominent targets of such approaches. We and others previously reported a discrepancy between cancer cells from the primary tumor and those in secondary sites, such as blood and bone marrow, especially with regard to HER2 and ER status.15,62-65 HER2 gene amplification can be acquired during disease progression, even if the primary tumor was HER2-negative at the beginning of treatment.66 However, patients with HER2-negative tumors but HER2-positive MRD are not eligible for HER2-based treatment. These patients might potentially benefit from such therapy.67 Inversely, MRD cells are generally ER-negative and progesterone receptor-negative, despite originating from a hormone receptor-positive tumor.15,68 This might be relevant to clinicians when selecting patients for targeted or endocrine therapy. In a cohort of 88 patients with ER-positive primary tumors who presented with DTC in their bone marrow, only 14% had ER-positive DTC.64 The loss of ER-potency in DTC or CTC may explain the failure of endocrine therapy in a subset of ER-positive patients. Therefore, determining the phenotype of MRD is becoming increasingly important, as DTC and CTC are the targets of all adjuvant therapies. While local treatment can adequately deal with the primary tumor and local lymph node metastases, the definitive success of the therapy depends on its ability to eradicate occult tumor cells that persist after primary surgery, before they become clinically evident.

Recent studies suggest that a selected subgroup of patients may benefit from extended adjuvant treatment. Regarding all the validated prognostic factors, monitoring of MRD is the only one available after the primary tumor has been removed. A large pooled analysis demonstrated a strong negative impact of persistent DTC on both disease-free and overall survival.4 Recently, Rack et al presented results of an interventional post-adjuvant trastuzumab-based pilot trial.69 Ten recurrence-free asymptomatic breast cancer patients with persistent HER2-positive DTC received trastuzumab once every 3 weeks for 12 months. All patients completed chemotherapy at least 6 months prior to entering the study. HER2-targeted therapy eradicated HER2-positive DTC in all patients and significantly reduced the number of DTC-positive patients. Similar results were previously reported by Bozionellou et al.70 Trastuzumab effectively targeted
HER2-positive MRD in 90%–95% of initially DTC- or CTC-positive patients.

There are increasing numbers of other highly specific agents targeting signal transduction, including lapatinib (targeting the HER1/2-dependent tyrosine kinase), enzastaurin (targeting protein kinase C), lonafarnib (targeting farnesyltransferase), RAD001 (targeting mammalian target of rapamycin), and sunitinib (targeting c-kit, platelet-derived growth factor, and VEGF). The ability to determine the exact nature of MRD cells and to follow changes in their immunophenotype and genotype during disease progression may allow an individual targeted treatment. However, one must bear in mind that elimination of dormant tumor cells may not have a direct impact on survival outcome. Whether patients with persistent MRD benefit from these agents remains to be evaluated in prospective randomized studies.

**Activation of immune system**

An interesting treatment strategy may be the use of therapeutic cancer vaccines to stimulate an adaptive immune response that could control or destroy existing cancers. Various approaches have been developed, including immunization with tumor cells or their antigens and peptides, combined with different adjuvants. The antigens used in breast cancer vaccination strategies can be represented by whole tumor cells (either allogeneic or autologous) or specific tumor-associated antigens, which are delivered as DNA, RNA, protein, or peptide epitopes. Cancer vaccines are based on the assumption that the patient’s immune system can be sensitized to tumor-associated antigens of the patient’s own tumor. However, despite decades of investigative efforts, the results are modest. Hypothetically, therapeutic vaccines may be more effective in patients with (dormant) MRD, because the effector-target ratio is more favorable. A limited number of adjuvant trials are in progress.

**Role of microenvironment in tumor dormancy**

One unresolved question is whether the tumor cell arriving in the bone marrow is already in a dormant state or becomes dormant because of present or missing factors at the site of its seeding. In the first scenario, the hostile environment outside the tumor stroma might induce dormancy in the tumor cell to allow it to survive the voyage through the bloodstream. Alternatively, seeding a nonpermissive microenvironment might favor the activation of a dormant state. In both situations, reduction of oxygenation and induction of factors such as hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1α might favor dormancy. HIF-1α alpha actually induces the expression of genes associated with neoangiogenesis. In breast cancer patients, increased expression of HIF-1α is correlated with dissemination of DTC. Evidence for this process is still missing, however.

To seed a new environment and to be maintained, a tumor cell must be able to adhere to stromal cells. Such interaction may include β1-integrins and epidermal growth factor receptor. Another important player may be the urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor (u-PAR). Loss of u-PAR or interruption of the u-PAR pathway activates the p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase stress signaling pathway, which is associated with induction of cell dormancy. The ERK-to-p38 expression ratio seems to regulate the decision to proliferate or to enter a dormant state.

**Influence of immune system on tumor dormancy**

Despite some evidence from animal experiments that immune surveillance may be able to control tumor growth, data from patient studies are not convincing that the immune system is significantly involved in maintaining tumor dormancy through surveillance mechanisms. To enable outgrowth, tumor cells are supposed to reduce their immunogenicity by downregulating the expression of antigenic proteins or upregulating ligands, inducing programmed cell death in the immune cells (eg, CD274). A contradicting hypothesis is that the immune system might support the exit of CTC or DTC from the dormant state by cytokines that are released, for example, during inflammation.

**Challenges**

The analysis of tumor cell dormancy faces several difficulties. The most important obstacle involves detecting, isolating, and characterizing dormant tumor cells. There is no known specific marker for dormant cells, and current isolation methods based on enrichment of tumor cells using epithelial surface proteins might miss the target population, especially if dormant cells have stem cell capacities.

The next difficulty in characterizing dormant tumor cells is their low frequency. This issue is acerbated because in vitro or in vivo expansion of dormant cells, firstly, is not yet possible and, secondly, might change the phenotype of dormancy and therefore be counterproductive. These obstacles highlight the need for single-cell analysis technologies using micromanipulation in combination with whole-genome or transcriptome amplification steps and miniaturized PCR approaches. The ultimate aim of functional analysis of dormant tumor
cells in transplantation assays still haunts investigators in this field. Finding the right and most sensitive recipient mouse for xenotransplantation may be a crucial factor. For example, implantation of unselected melanoma cells in Matrigel (a mixture of extracellular matrix components) into highly immunocompromised Nod-SCID IL2Rg ko mice resulted in the outgrowth of tumors from single cells.10

How dormant tumor cells are activated
The decision of a tumor cell either to enter a dormant state or to enter metastatic outgrowth is a very important step. Thus, understanding how dormancy is controlled is of major importance. Some key factors have been identified in recent years: The interaction of tumor cells with fibronectin has been suggested to be an important component of the premetastatic niche and may enable tumor cells to exit dormancy. Another extracellular matrix protein, collagen type I, has been shown to promote the transition from dormancy to metastatic growth. In addition to extracellular matrix components, other factors are thought to regulate dormancy, such as the expression of metastasis suppressor genes, angiostasis, loss of ERK activity, and depletion of cytostatic CD8+ T-cells.76,81–84

Conclusion
Tumor dormancy is an important, albeit poorly understood, stage of cancer progression. The mechanisms underlying tumor cell dormancy during asymptomatic periods of solid cancers are yet to be sufficiently investigated; dormant cancer cells can persist either by completely withdrawing from the cell cycle (mitotic arrest), or by continuing to proliferate at a slow rate that is counterbalanced by cell death. Better understanding of the phenomenon of tumor dormancy could lead to development of appropriate targeted strategies to control this step of the disease and thereby prevent the occasional transformation of dormant cells into metastasis. One treatment option might be to wake up dormant tumor cells, thereby sensitizing them to cytotoxic agents that act on proliferating cells. Alternatively, developing strategies to prevent this awakening could transform breast cancer into a chronic but controllable disease.
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